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Haircare market trend

The global haircare market is set to grow to $ 99.7 

billion by 2023 

 The category continues to grow with new trends 

that stimulate new product developments 

 Hair Care contributes more than 15% of total global 

beauty and personal care profits 

 Haircare products can be classified in five different 

categories:   

Shampoo,

Conditioner

Hair  dying  products

Hair styling products 

Other Haircare Products



GLOBAL TRENDS IN HAIR CARE 

One of the most important factors that determines the tightness and growth 

of the trichological segment is the growing demand by consumers who 

want to have healthy hair, shiny and easy to comb.

This demand drives and guides the purchasing decisions by most of the 

consumers. Hair care has become a sector tailored to have more effective, 

more responsive and safer products, but also more focused on  "green" 

products offer.

Nature and technology finally friends! 

Athena’s’ challenge :
Our challenge has been these to create an innovative line arising from the need to combine

the increasing demand of the market for green and eco-friendly products, but guaranteed by

the organic certification ( BIOS), with highly technical products such as those of the

professional sector, capable to ensure high performances, results and effectiveness at the

same time.

Challenge outcome:
A unique line that can be named EcoBio Trichological Professional collection



The packaging joints Zero Impact®. The CO2 emissions are offset through carbon credit generated by creation

and protection of forests

Nickel, Chromim and Cobalt tested < 0,0001%

All Erboristica products are dermatologically tested at the Universtity of Ferrara

Thanks to the new photovoltaic system, Athena’s uses for over 80% of its needs, clean energy

Have been used solely bottles, boxes and packaging in recycled and/or recyclable materials and ingredients

biodegradable and environmentally friendly

Our pledge…

The collection is suitable for VEGANS as it doesn’t contain raw materials of animal origin ot obtained through the

exploitation of animals



BIOS Certificate: 
Biological quality assurance

Indipendent Certification Body with a long tradition

and important background in Agribusiness certification

GOALS:

TO ENSURE THAT COSMETICS  ORGANIC 

PRODUCTS ARE  SAFE, ENVIRONMENTALLY 

FRIENDLY AND OF PROVEN EFFECTIVENESS 

The Body approves the utilized raw materials and 

oversees both the production process and the 

fairness of the packaging 

Features: 

 EASY OF COMPREHENSION BY THE CONSUMER: as

like as in the food industry, the percentage of organic and

natural ingredients contained are calculated on total

product.

 TRANSPARENCY AND HONESTY IN INGREDIENTS

SELECTION: the ingredients allowed are idenfied not by

virtue of the “brand name” but rather are assessed by the

Body according to their actual features of naturalness,

safety and low environmental impact

 FRAGRANCES: they are carefully evaluated from

allergological and toxicological point of view



BIOS Certificate: 
Biological quality assurance

Product composition requirements:

 95 % up to 100% of natural ingredients,

ingredients of natural origin or present in

nature on the total of the product/formula.

 COMPARED TO OTHER CERTIFICATION

SPECIFICATIONS, BIOS GUARANTEES AN

ORGANIC INGREDIENT PERCENTAGE IN

THE FORMULA NO LESS THAN 25% ON

TOTAL OF THE FORMULA FOR ANY

COSMETIC PRODUCT TYPE.

Bios Cosmos Natrue

Ingredients
Permitted

substances list
with INCI name

Permitted
substances list

with
commercial 

name

Permitted
substances list
with INCI name

Minimum % of
natural origin

ingredients
95% 95%

20% (excluding
water from the 

formula)

Minimum % of
organic

ingredients
25% on total 10% on total 19% on total

Comparing the requirements of three
leading Certification Bodies for Organic Hair
products ( emulsions, gels and washing
products) we see:





TRICO

1 BIO SUBLIME GLOW
Basic ingredient Hyaluronic Acid in an innovative quaternised formula, expressly designed

to be used in the creation of hair products for FREQUENT WASHING. It creates a sort of film

on hair fiber protecting it from environmental elements ( wind, sun, salt and pollution).

Capable to hold waters molecules, provides moisture, shine and extreme brightness to hair.

SUBLIME GLOW

ORGANIC MOISTURIZING
SHAMPOO  

ALL HAIR TYPES  
Delicate–Frequent use

Hyaluronic Acid

SUBLIME GLOW

ORGANIC MOISTURIZING 
CONDITIONER

ALL HAIR TYPES 
Delicate-Frequent use

Hyaluronic Acid

SUBLIME GLOW

ORGANIC ANTI-FRIZZ
HAIR SPRAY

ALL HAIR TYPES  
Hyaluronic Acid





TRICO

2 BIO DEEP REPAIR 
Basic ingredient: Vegetable Keratin, coming from selected protein fractions of different

cereals as like as wheat, rice, oats and other. It performes a restorative and fortifying action by

inserting into damaged hair fiber and increasing its strenght and resilience. It improves the

aesthetic appearance of the hair making it bright, full-bodied and soft.

DEEP REPAIR

RESTRUCTURING 
ORGANIC
SHAMPOO

DRY BRITTLE & DAMAGED 
HAIR 

Vegetable Keratin

DEEP REPAIR

NOURISHING ORGANIC 
CONDITIONER

DRY BRITTLE & DAMAGED 

HAIR Vegetable
Keratin

DEEP REPAIR

ORGANIC LIQUID 
CRYSTALS

DRY BRITTLE & DAMAGED 
HAIR

Vegetable Keratin

DEEP REPAIR

ORGANIC FORTIFYING
HAIR SERUM 

DRY BRITTLE & DAMAGED
HAIR

Vegetable Keratin





TRICO

3 BIO ABSOLUTE SMOOTH
Basic ingredient Monoi Oil and Polynesian Flower Extract, that have been used

traditionally by Thaitian women to make their hair bright, smooth and shining. Monoi Oil

nourishes in deep the hair fiber making it soft and smooth. But today's its protective hair

function is also important because of the stress due to mechanical ironing, a technique that

requires a deeper moisturizing and smoothing action on the hair.

ABSOLUTE SMOOTH

ORGANIC SHAMPOO 

Monoi Oil & Polynesian
Flowers

ABSOLUTE SMOOTH

ORGANIC HAIR MASK

Monoi Oil & Polynesian
Flowers

ABSOLUTE SMOOTH

ORGANIC STRIGHTENER
THERMAL PROTECTOR SPRY

Monoi Oil & Polynesian
Flowers





TRICO

4 BIO PERFECT CURLS
Basic Ingredient: OMEGABLUE®, precious Blueberry oil, cold pressed and rich in

Omega3 & 6, essential fatty acids and natural tocopherol ( Vitamin E), forms a protective

film on the hait fiber, similar to the action performemd bt the Silicones, and then with anti-

frizz, elasticizing and restructuring properties to ensure bright and soft curls

PERFECT CURLS

ANTI-FRIZZ ORGANIC 
SHAMPOO

OMEGABLUE® Blueberry oil

PERFECT CURLS

DETANGLING ORGANIC 
HAIR MASK 

OMEGABLUE® Blueberry oil

PERFECT CURLS

ORGANIC DEFINING LOTION
SOFT CURLY

OMEGABLUE® Blueberry oil




